lives because of what they saw. They had empathy. In their hearts they said, “Those were comments from many. But there were others who changed their lifestyles and empathy. “I’m so glad I live in the USA. It makes me appreciate what I have.” Those are marginalized and degraded. Perhaps 2/3 came back with sympathy but not I have taken many persons, young and old, into poverty situations, and where people parts for and ships a Mobility Cart; any amount helps. Can you help?) ($300 buys sympathy from empathy. Our MW folks have torn down that wall and used its materials to build bridges. There is a wall that divides go out into his community. But the empathizers of MW have asked, “What does never seen a legless man who had for 40 years been confined to his bed, arise and carry a child who had polio, until she could no longer bear that burden. Most have on distributions around the globe.) Most have never met a mother who for 18 years etc. to be empathizers. Most have never been to personally meet those who crawl upon the ground or have to be carried. (Although volunteers/supporters go each year by Arlie Russell Hochschild. In its earlier pages the author writes about what he calls the “empathy walls.” Empathy is much more than sympathy. Sympathy says “I feel sorry for you, and I’m so glad I do not have your problem. There but for the grace of God go I.” Empathy says, “I try to put myself by what he calls the “empathy walls.” Empathy is much more than sympathy. Sympathy says “I feel sorry for you, and I’m so glad I do not have your problem. There but for the grace of God go I.” Empathy says, “I try to put myself to make a difference around the world. How are we doing keeping you informed? Some of you have asked for special information and we respond through our weekly email Update. The more emails we have, the more assured you will continue to be informed. So share your email with us and ask for the Update.

In April, four of us from Columbia (Barbara, myself, Elija, and Sandy) went to Kenya for a Mobility Cart distribution.

In April, four of us from Columbia (Barbara, myself, Elija, and Sandy) went to Kenya for a Mobility Cart distribution. We worked with the Kenya Relief organization and had the wonderful help of two faculty and five physical therapy students from Alabama, as well as two women from Arkansas. We distributed 180 carts over two days in the western village of Migori. The picture shows how some people got their carts home. Among was important to the recipients that the people are willing to put in a lot of effort due to the hope and the joy of being lifted off the ground. All of your volunteers & donors at Mobility Worldwide MO – Columbia make things like this possible. Come visit us at a share fest across MO.

Our mission: Mobility Worldwide MO – Columbia’s mission is to provide appropriate mobility for all of God’s children in need. We seek to provide mobility first for those in greatest need and with the least resources in poor or underdeveloped countries. COME VISIT US AT A SHARE FEST ACROSS MO.

WEB MASTER, DIRECTOR EMERITUS
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Report: July 16, 2018: “Dear Vol, Here are you! I hope everything is going well with you.

I would like to give you an update about the wheelchair mission that we had on July 7th and 8th in Hmantabin, Burma. We gave our 13 adult wheelchairs. The recipients were very happy to receive the wheelchairs and they emphasized how useful it would be. We plan to do another mission after rainy season.

Thank you very much for your wonderful support! Kind Regards, Kabaw Wah | 

Thank you very much for your wonderful support! Kind Regards, Kabaw Wah |

Many might be amazed that we are averaging 35 carts per week since the beginning of December 1. We have had regular contributions in 2018. Think about us in a great way.

We have had generous donors that offer a large block of funds as a match for you to support. You have been so generous as you support our Mobility Carts. Usually, we have generous donors that offer a large block of funds as a match for you to support. We have been so generous as you support our match campaign, and we have been able to make them each time. Thank you all for supporting us. Our donor pyramid has 88 donors on it for $900 each. We have 91 donors at $300 each, 13 donors at $1,000 each, 8 donors at $2,000 each, 2 donors at $5,000 each, and 1 donor at $10,000.

Also, we have seen an increase in new donors this year.
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